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Abstract-Block truncation coding (BTC) technique has
attracted much attention during the last few years as a simple
source coding method to achieve good quality image
reproduction by preserving the first two statistical moments of an
image: the mean and the variance. It significantly reduces the
amount of computation required by the traditional coding
methods, such as transform. In this paper, we have proposed a
method called the Improved Adaptive Block Truncation Coding
(IABTC) based on Adaptive Block Truncation Coding
(ABTC).And we are implemented it on LCD overdrive for image
compression. The feature of inter-pixel redundancy is exploited
to reduce the bit-rate further by retaining the quality of the
reconstructed images. The proposed method outperforms the
existing BTC based methods both in terms of bit-rate and PSNR
values.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

With the advanced development in internet,
teleconferencing, multimedia and high-definition television
technologies, the amount of information that is handled by
computers has grown exponentially over the past decades.
Hence, storage and transmission of the digital image
component of multimedia systems is a major problem.
The amount of data required to present images at an
acceptable level of quality is extremely large. High quality
image data requires large amounts of storage space and
transmission bandwidth, something which the current
technology is unable to handle technically and
economically.
One of the possible solutions to this problem is to
compress the information so that the storage space and
transmission time can be reduced and the main goal for
image data compression is to reduce redundancy in the
image block as much as possible.
BTC has the advantage of being easy to implement. BTC
achieves 2 bits per pixel (bpp) with low computational
complexity. In this paper, we extending the basic block
truncation coding method and we have presented a method
named Improved Adaptive Block Truncation Coding
(IABTC) which gives a better result than existing BTC
methods.

II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

To improve the transmission rate and storage space the
compression of image is very necessary. For compression of
image many tools and methods are applied. The basic block
truncation coding (BTC) was proposed by Delphi and
Mitchell [4] which is easy to implement. The bit rate
obtained by BTC is 2 bpp but the quality of reconstructed
image is very low. The quality of reconstructed image is
improved by extending the basic block truncation coding as
ABTC which is proposed by Lema and Mitchell [1] also
AMBTC which is proposed by K.Somasundaram and
Ms.S.Vimala [2] These methods gives better PSNR which
measures the quality of image but not gives better bit rate.
So we in this paper we proposed a method Improved
Adaptive Block Truncation Coding (IABTC) which gives
better PSNR with lower bit rate. we used this method on
LCD overdrive for image compression and got effective
results in terms of BPP and PSNR.
III.

PROPOSED WORK

Improved Adaptive Block Truncation Coding which is
our proposed method is the lossy image compression
method. [1] It is based on Adaptive Block Truncation
Coding. In this we preserved the statistical moments: means
and variance along with the bit plane for reconstructing the
image. The compressed image is transmitted or stored as a
set of bit plane B and statistical moments.
Firstly we calculate the mean and variance by using
following formulas as
(1)
Where m is the number of pixels in each block, and Xi is the
original pixel value of the block.
(2)
All the input image blocks are categorized into three groups
based on sum value (S), which is calculated using the
equation (3)
(3)
The blocks are categorized into three groups as follows:
1. Low detailed block, if S <= t1,
2. Medium detailed block, is S>t1and S<=t2 (4)
3. High detailed block, if S > t2 and S <= t3
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The threshold values t1, t2 and t3 are 50,170 and 256
respectively.
thr = min + ((max-min)r/n) (5)
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Where, thr represents the rth value of threshold and n is the
number of quantization levels and the four quantizing levels
a, b, c and d are computed using the equation (6). min and
max are the minimum and maximum intensities of the block
respectively.
a = min.
b= (2min+max)/3.
c = (min+2max)/3.
(6)
d = max.
While decompression, the pixels in the low detailed blocks
are reconstructed using the mean of the block. The pixels in
the medium detailed blocks are reconstructed using a two
level quantizer with the two statistical moments being Min
and Max which are optimized as in MMSE and the pixels in
the high detailed blocks are reconstructed using the four
quantizing levels. The compression of image is done in two
levels in IABTC:
i)By making slight modifications to ABTC and
ii) Dividing the statistical moments by 4.

As shown in figure. we got a good quality of reconstructed
image as compare to ABTC method with PSNR of 22.52
“db”.

A. First level compression
Step1: Input the image size n x n pixels
Step2: Divide the image into N blocks.
Step3: Compute the mean for each block using the equation
(1).
Step4: Compute S for each block using the equation (3)
Step5: Categorize the block (Low or Medium or Detailed
block) using the equations (4).
Step6: Store the set {Bit plane B, statistical moments}
B. Second level compression
In the second stage, all the statistical moments are divided
by 4. Generally a statistical moment requires a maximum of
8 bits (log2256) to get stored. But, when divided by 4, it
requires only a maximum of 6 bits (log264). While
reconstructing the image, the statistical moments are
multiplied back by 4 to get the approximate original values
ranging from 1 to 256.
C. Bit Rate calculations:
While encoding the image, for a low detailed block, only the
mean (8 bits) alone is stored. For a medium detailed block,
the Bit plane (size 16 bits) and the two quantizing values
Max (8 bits) and Min (8 bits) are stored. Hence it requires
32 bits to store a medium detailed block. In the bit plane B
of medium detailed block, if a pixel’s intensity value is
greater than or equal to mean, it is coded as 1 otherwise 0.
For a high detailed block, the bit plane B requires 32 bits,
i.e. 2 bits per pixel. The bit plane is generated by coding the
individual pixel as
00, if Xi <= t1
01, if Xi > t1 and <=t2
10, if Xi > t2 and <= t3 and
11, if Xi > t3
After the second level of compression, only 6 bits are
required to store the quantizing levels. Hence the bpp of the
image compressed using IABTC method is calculated as
n=n1*6+n2*(16+6+6) + n3*(32+6+6)
(7)
bpp = n / (256*256)
(8)
IV.

Figure 1. Comparison of IABTC & ABTC
We applied improved Adaptive block truncation coding
to LCD overdrive as shown in figure 2. where the images
get compressed and stored in a buffer and decompressed
them when they needed Experiments were carried out with
standard videos like VIP Traffic, xylophone etc. We can
take a block size of 2,4,8. For following VIP Traffic video
we had taken a block size of 4. We got a improved quality
of reconstructed video with bit rate (bpp) of 0.25 and PSNR
varying between 53”db” to 54”db” because of the frames in
the video. The MMSE which gives the minimum error
between original and decoded images is 0.01846 as shown
in figure 3. It is observed that when we take a block size of
2, the reduction video is clearer than the block size of 4 & 8.
The output of block size 4 is more clear than 8. The
algorithm is implemented using MATLAB R 2011b on
Windows Operating System.

RESULT AND COMPARISON WITH ABTC
METHOD:

Before applying IABTC method to LCD overdrive we
compare our results with ABTC method as in figure. 1.
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1.

Figure 2: Result of LCD Overdrive.

Figure 3: BPP, PSNR & MMSE for LCD overdrive.
V.

CONCLUSION

The PSNR value is taken as a measure of the quality of
the reconstructed image. The value of PSNR we got by
applying IABTC is 54db. The bpp (bit per pixel) achieved is
0.25. Both in terms of bpp and PSNR, IABTC outperforms
the other techniques.
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